
PUBLIC INPUT FROM LOU ARCHAMBAULT FOR THE 7/7/20 PUBLIC HEARING 
 
For tonight’s (7-7-20) City Council Meeting Thank you 
 
Lou Archambault 
224 Chesley Hill Rd. 
Rochester N.H. 
 
603-781-7974 
 
When did the Rochester City Council become an LLC ? 
               ( Limited Liability Company ) 
 
An “LLC” is a way of Organizing “your” business. 
 
It’s like a Corporation with FEWER requirements.. 
 
YOUR Business becomes its OWN Legal Entity, that separate’s you personally from Liability   ( This is 
helpful if your Business is ever SUED ) 
 
The City of Rochester’s Management Team ( City Council) is operating like a Limited Liability Company 
(LLC) 
 
Has the City filed articles of organization with the State of New Hampshire? 
 
I’m asking because at tonight’s City Council Meeting ( 7-7-20 ) 
 
There will be a vote on buying “another” Commercial Building on Main St. 
This time, it’s Hoffman’s Furniture,  that has been empty for 30 years... 
 
Not unlike the Two other buildings(?) on Main St., the owed taxes were “erased,” the building was 
transferred for a “Song and a Smile” 
 
Then it became evident that “WE” Shareholders (Taxpayers) will be funding another “Capital Investment 
Scheme” for the city of Rochester. 
 
Rochester’s buying and selling “operation” needs further investigation. 
 
Does anyone else think it’s time to have a - Conversation? 
 
Thank You 
 

 

 

 



PUBLIC INPUT FROM AMY CANN FOR THE 7/7/20 PUBLIC HEARING 

Hello - I have owned my home in Rochester for 17 years this year. My address is 1 Quaker Lane in Gonic,  

Today, my family endured 12 hours and 45 minutes of noise disturbances from our neighbor at the end 

of our short street. They started firing a canon at 10:15am and proceeded to fire the canon 

appropriately 12 times throughout the day until about 9:30pm. This canon sounds like a bomb and 

shakes our home. We called the police twice and was told they had a license for a canon and were doing 

Civil War reenactments. At 6:30pm, they started with fireworks including a grand finale for about 45 

minutes at 10:15pm.  

This behavior ruined our holiday due to the extreme noises. We were on edge all day and night waiting 

for another loud explosion.  Our older dog is exhausted and extremely stressed out from enduring over 

12 hours of constant noise disturbances.   

I am filing a public request to consider an ordinance limiting the amount of time anyone can disturb the 

peace within a day. It should be illegal to do what they did to us today.  

Please let me know the next step. 

 

Thank you, 
Amy 
 

 


